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Growth vs. Value Investing: The Case for Diversification 
 
 
In the world of stock investing, there are two very different styles to consider: “growth” and “value.” It’s 
important to know the difference so that you understand your portfolio’s performance and potential. 
 
Growth stocks are companies that have demonstrated high growth in the past and that are expected to 
continue to grow at an above‐average rate relative to the market. Growth stocks can be relatively 
expensive. Investors pay more because they think they may potentially be able to sell those stocks later 
at even higher prices. Value stocks are generally issued by companies that are relatively unknown or 
have experienced a setback, yet may have the potential to perform well in the future. In other words, 
value investors seek stocks they view as underpriced bargains. 
 
However, stock investing does not require an “either/or” strategy. Because growth and value stocks 
historically have not always performed the same way at the same time, it may make sense to include 
both in a diversified portfolio. Of course, diversification neither assures a profit nor guarantees against 
investment loss. 
 
This chart illustrates the annual performance of growth and value stocks during the past 30 years, and 
reveals that neither has consistently outperformed the other. For example, consider the performance of 
growth stocks. At times, their annual returns exceeded 20%, yet there were also years in which they 
produced negative returns. The same was true for value stocks. 
 
In short, growth and value stocks have taken turns leading the market — often changing positions on a 
year‐by‐year basis. 
 
Therefore, when trying to manage short‐term risk in your portfolio — and potentially taking advantage 
of what growth and value stocks each have to offer — you may want to consider using both investment 
styles to help diversify your portfolio. 
 
As you consider your investment options, keep in mind that there is more than one way to own both 
growth and value investments. For example, you could purchase shares of a growth fund and shares of a 
value fund, or you could purchase shares of one fund that invests in both types of companies. 
 
Also, you may want to rebalance your portfolio at least annually, in case one type of investment has 

outperformed the other and caused your intended mix of growth and value stocks, or your asset 

allocation, to shift. A financial professional can help you with this process, and with your overall growth 

and value investment strategy. 

 


